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1  Circle the letters that represent or ore a aw au  
in the List Words.

2  Write any other letters that can represent     
or ore a aw au  on the Grapheme Chart. 

 Write one word example for each.

3  Write one stroke for every sound in each 
List Word.

letters words

Graph# e Chart

4  Read the clues. Finish the words. Write the words you have made on the lines.

5  Read the clues. Finish the words. Write the words you have made on the line.
 Sometimes letters our and oor represent or ore a aw au  .

6  Complete the List Words in each sentence. Write the words you have made 
on the horseshoe. 

7  Find a List Word where: 

saw 
small 
fall 
more 
morning 
talk 
fourteen 
forty 
horse 
born 
form 
door 
poor 
short 
story 
sport 
water 
sure 
warm 
draw 
north 
caught 
bought 
autumn 
August 

or ore a aw au horse  core  ball  paw  sauce

or  an animal

or  football, netball

or  four tens

or  opposite of tall

ore opposite of less

or  opposite of evening

our double two

our  ten and four

oor entry to a house

oor  opposite of rich

The season after summer is au .
The month after July is Au .
I like to  aw  pictures of horses.
I  aw  a  a   boy  a   over.
Please give her a glass of  a .

augh represents or ore a aw au  
ough represents or ore a aw au  
ure represents or ore a aw au  
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Challenge
Which sound wins? 
Put X on the  ir ur or er  words. 
Put O on the or ore a aw au  words. 
The winner will have 3 in a row.

8 Write a List Word to rhyme with each word.

9  Change the tense of the underlined verbs (doing words). Write the new words to  nish the sentences.
 Go to Helpful Hint 8 .

10  Finish the sentences with the homophones.
 Go to Helpful Hint 13 .

form  daughter  walk 

warning  sauce  fourth 

Today I can see a rainbow. Yesterday Jordan  one.

Today I will catch the ball. Yesterday Laura  it.

Today I will  a picture. Yesterday Paul drew one.

Today I will not  over. Yesterday I fell on the cement.

Today I will buy lunch. Yesterday Rory  it.

This corn is  the  horses. (for, four)

Are you  this is the way to the sea ? (shore, sure)

The boy on the netball   the ball. (caught, court)

We  the dog with the  paw. (saw, sore)

Please  some milk for the  (poor, pour, paw)
puppy with the sore .

Winner is . Winner is . Winner is .

 sure hurt talk

 water poor early

 dirt learn earth

 warm wall worth

 learn forty horse

 term draw circle

 word form north

 born worm storm

 story world work


